The theory of dyadic Walsh analysis for functions of several variables is presented. To give a rather complete presentation of dyadic analysis, a multidimensional version of the dyadic derivative introduced by Gibbs and Butzer-Wagner is developed. Moreover, using Walsh-Fourier transform techniques, connections between dyadic differentiability and smoothness conditions are established.
In Section 3 the basic concepts of Walsh analysis, such as dyadic representation and addition, as well as Fine's generalized Walsh functions, are extended to the case of vectors x ~ ~; the fundamental properties of ndimensional Walsh functions are also dealt with there. Section 4 is concerned with Walsh-Fourier analysis built up with respect to the Walsh functions defined on P~. Concerning the one-dimensional foundations in regard to classical Fourier analysis and dyadic analysis, Butzer-Nessel (1971) , and Crittenden (1970) and Butzer and Wagner (1972) , respectively, served as a guide.
Section 5 deals with a multidimensional differential calculus adapted to Walsh functions. This was first set up on the basis of dyadic groups by Gibbs and Millard (1969) , Gibbs (1969) , and Gibbs and Ireland (1971) . It was taken up by Wagner (1972, 1973) and Wagner (1975) who built up a corresponding calculus for 1-periodic functions as well as for functions defined on ~, applications to approximation theory and to "dyadic" partial differential equations being especially emphasized in Butzer and Wagner (1972) and Wagner (1975) .
A little later Schipp (1974) established the fundamental theorem of the one-dimensional dyadic analysis in case the derivative is considered in the pointwise sense, and Onneweer (1978 Onneweer ( , 1979 ) developed a differential calculus on p-adic groups.
In this paper pointwise and strong multidimensional dyadic derivatives and the Walsh gradient operator are introduced, the associated product and so-called Leibniz rule are studied; neither had as yet been considered in the particular one-dimensional instance. The connections between dyadic differentiability and smoothness conditions upon a function f, integrable on R~, are examined.
NOTATIONS
In the following, x E R~ denotes the vector x = (xl, X2 ..... Xn) with xj ) 0,
ax= (axl, ax 2 ..... aXn) means the product of x E N~ with the X n n , scalar a E ~, y = ~i: 1 xi Yi is the scalar-product of x and y @ ~ + and x/y stands for the vector with the components (xl/y~, x2/y 2 ..... xn/y~) . By 2 ~ one understands the vector (2 kl, 2 k2 ..... 2 k.) with k i E Z (--integers), and 2kv denotes the vector (2klv1, 2k2V2 ..... 2knVn). Moreover, x E [a,b] are those vectors xE~% for which aj~<xj~b i, l~j~<n, and Z~ is the n-fold Cartesian product of positive integers, namely, Z~--XT:~ Z+. In addition, let ©~:={xE~%;x=p/2q;pEZ~;q@~n}.
Finally, one needs the n-dimensional version of the Kronecker symbol, defined for k, n C 7/] by
1, k=n
~k,~= O, k=#n.
BASIC DEFINITIONS OF MULTIDIMENSIONAL DYADIC ANALYSIS
Each x ~ E~_ possesses a dyadic representation in terms of its components in the form
where xi, j E {0; 1 }, 1 ~<j ~< n, and N(xj) ~ 2 is the largest integer i for which x_i, J --/= O. Note that ifx ~ ©~ the representation is unique. For x E D~_ there are two expansions, the finite one being chosen to ensure uniqueness. If x = k E Z~, formula (1) reads for the components of k
One basic concept of dyadic analysis is that of dyadic addition x @ y of two vectors x, y ~ N~, defined componentwise by (x®y)j:xj®y:= ~ Ix,,~-y,,a12%
where Mj :=max{iEZ; Ixi,i-yi,jJ : 1}, 1 ~j<~n. This definition is only meaningful if Ixld-yi,jl~ 1 for all i> i 0 for some i0 ~ Z; so dyadic addition is defined almost everywhere on ~+. Let x, tC ~; the n-dimensional version of Fine's generalized Walsh functions, introduced in Fine (1950) , is given by 
e=l Using (4a), (4b) as well as the one-dimensional properties of the Walsh functions (see, e.g., Butzer-Wagner, 1972; Fine, 1950) , it is easy to deduce the main properties of the n-dimensional Walsh functions, namely,
I//t(X (~ S) = I/Jr(X) I~t(S ) (a.e. for s C ~_),
q/2nt(X) = I/tt(2nX), 
Let us note that for xE [O, 1] and k=2 p the Walsh functions can be described by 
N-DIMENSIONAL WALSH--FOURIER ANALYSIS
From the one-dimensional theory in the case of classical Fourier analysis as well as dyadic analysis, it is known that the corresponding transform is a useful tool in deducing approximation theorems, in particular sampling theorems. This paper deals with the latter in Section 6. The significance of the Fourier-Walsh transform in many areas of electrical engineering is, for example, shown in the books of Ahmed-Rao (1975) , Beauchamp (1975) , and Harmuth (1972) . We begin our considerations with some basic definitions.
Let L p(tR ~_), respectively, L ~ (~ ~) denote the set of those functions f that are pth power integrable, respectively, essentially bounded on [~+, endowed with the norms
The symbol C®([R~) will denote the set of functions f that are dyadically continuous on R~; i.e., the classical "+" is replaced by dyadic addition "®" in the well-known definition of continuity. The norm of the space C®(~%) is given by
u~ An important property of functions fC L I(N%) is the so-called translation invariance, often used in this paper: If y E [~ is an arbitrary fixed vector, then forfC LI(~+)
For a proof in the one-dimensional case see, e.g., Fine (1950) . As is known, the convolution concept plays in important rSle in Fourier analysis. In dyadic analysis the dyadic convolution (f*g)(x) of f,g@Ll(~+) is defined by
A useful tool in later proofs is the so-called continuity in the mean property, namely,
hi--O+ the norm taken as (8) or (9).
The proof parallels the classical one almost word-for-word; for a detailed proof in the classical case see, e.g., Okikiolu (1971) . Some of the main properties of dyadic convolution which will be used later on, are listed in
, and fE LP(R~+), g E Lq(R~+). Then the dyadic convolution (f, g)(x) exists for all x E ~+ belongs to C¢(~), and,
[If* g[]c¢(~ ~ [[f[JL,(~)H gllLq(~). (13a) (b) Let fELP(N~+), g~Ll(~). Then the dyadic convolution (f, g)(x) exists a.e.,
belongs to Lv(R~+), and (c) Let fE C¢(~+) and g~L'(n"+). Then (f, g)(x) exists for all x E ~+, belongs to C¢(N"+), and
Proof. (a) Let 1 ~<p < oo. Since I(f* g)(x)l ~< IlfllL,,~ tl g II~o(~ by H61der's inequality, the dyadic convolution (f, g)(x) exists for each x C ~. Furthermore,
the latter tending to zero by Lemma 1:
Parts (b) and (c) can be established as in the classical case, using the multidimensional version of Fubini's theorem (see, e.g., Butzer and Nessel, 1971 ).
The Fourier-Walsh transform of fEL~(~_), 1 ~<p~< oo is defined for vEN'~ by
LEMMA 3. Forf, gCLl(~"+) , v, yC 7~, one has
Inequality (15a) follows by noting that Igy(v)l = 1, (15b) by (10) and (5b), (15c) by (5b). Equation (15d), the so-called convolution theorem, follows as in the one-dimensional case.
An important tool in later proofs, especially for the Walsh sampling theorems, are the Dirichlet partial sums. We begin by defining Dirichlet's kernel, namely, (x ~ D +)
This kernel, first introduced in the one-dimensional case by Fine (1950) , is the dyadic counterpart of the classical si-function, noting that 
~Y-[J(2k;')](v)= (~=12k~)J(2-k;v),
Proof. One has by (14), (16) equal to the right side of (19a) by (4a). Let us now define the Dirichlet sums for to, x E N~ ,fE L1(~), namely,
LEMMA 6. One has for f ~ L l(~"+ )
=0, v~ [0; o~).
Proof Using Fubini's theorem (3b) the translation rule (10) and (16), the integral of (20) is equal for a.e. x ~ ~%, to fR~_ f(u ) lfp,,o ) ~tv(u ) ~tx(v ) dv I du = (f. J(co; .))(x). Equation (21b) is an easy consequence of (21a) and (20) .
After this preparatory work we are now able to deduce an important result concerning the inverse Fourier-Walsh transform. In contrast to the classical case one does not need any assumptions on the transform F(v).
THEOREM 1. Let f ~ L '(D~+ ) A C®(~+ ). For all t ~ ~ + ,
Proof Using (20), (21a) as well as (18b), one has The norm-analogue of Theorem 1, which will lead us to the uniqueness theorem for the Walsh-Fourier transform, is given by using Lemma 1 for THEOREM 2. 
f(t) -£0,2k)F(v) ~,(v) dv = If(t) -S(f; 2k; t)l
= e=llYI 2ke ~10,2-k f(t) dv --f~,f(t®v)J(2"; v) dv = lk[ 2ke fie=, o.z-k,{f(t)--f(tQv)}dvt ~< sup k If(t)-f(t @ v)l.
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For eaeh f C L l (~+ ) one has
~ F(u) g(u) du --~/(u) G(u) du.
If f, g E L I(R~+ ),I~ C¢(~n+ ), then
Moreover, one has Parseval's equality, namely,
Ilfl[L2(a~) = IIFI[L2(~). (25c)
Proof. First, (f,g)(x)~LI(R~+)~C®(R~+) by (13b) and (13c) since fE Ce(~). So one has by Theorem 1 and (15d) that
This yields (25a). The rest is trivial since ~,0(v) = 1.
PARTIAL DYADIC DERIVATIVES DEFINED ON JR+
TO develop a full multidimensional dyadic analysis, it is necessary to have a suitable concept of a dyadic derivative. In this chapter partial dyadic derivatives will be introduced and their main properties will be studied, using the basic one-dimensional results of Gibbs and Millard (1969) , Gibbs and Ireland (1971) , and Butzer-Wagner (1973 . The first part will deal with the pointwise partial dyadic derivative, the associated product and the so-called Leibniz rule; neither have been established in the one-dimensional situation so far. The second part is reserved to the norm analogue of the dyadic derivative and to various properties of the Walsh gradient, which is the dyadic counterpart of the classical gradient operator. An important result will be the connection between dyadic differentiability and smoothness conditions of a functionfE Ll(~" +, as we know it from classical analysis.
POINTWISE DYADIC DERIVATIVES
Let ep be the unit standard vector, namely, the vector (0, 
Since Y~j% _~ 2Jvp,j is the dyadic representation of the pth coordinate of the vector v E [~_, (29) follows immediately for r= 1 by letting m~ m. The result for r > 1 follows by induction.
Let us now investigate some interesting formulas concerning partial dyadic derivatives of products of Walsh functions, namely, the product rule and the so-called Leibniz rule.
LEMMA 9. Proof. Using (5b) one deduces
Let v E [R~+, and let {vi}~= 0, x C P := {0, 1, 2,..} be a set of (31) giving (31) in view of (29).
LEMMA 10. ,)
The right side of this equation is, by the binomial theorem, equal to k=0
Dividing the latter sum into two parts, the first for k = 0, the second for 1 ~ k ~ r, and expanding the terms (tp + vp) r and (tp) k again according to the binomial theorem and applying (29) twice, the sum of both parts equals
This yields (32) and completes the proof.
Let us mention that by taking a particular subsequence of the Walsh functions, namely, ¢2,(x) =: #,(x) (these are the multidimensional extensions of the well-known Rademacher functions), product rule (31) and Leibniz rule (32) will take on the external form to be expected from the classical instance. For this subsequence we have, indeed,
and 6 ~ \ 6 ,-k 6k
(33b) respectively.
Lemma 11 will deal with the connection between partial dyadic derivatives and the Walsh-Fourier transform, introduced in Section 4.
LEMMA 11. Let f(x) ~ LI(~_), and assume that 6xrf(x) EL~ (~+) for rEN, l <.p~n.
Then for v ¢ ~ ~+
Proof.
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It suffices to prove (34) for r = 1. Since (6/fixp)f(x) belongs to L~(N~) for arbitrary x C ~, the interchange of integral and sum is permissible. So
in view of (30).
5.B. STRONG PARTIAL DERIVATIVES
From the one-dimensional theory one knows that it is also possible to define a strong dyadic derivative, see, e.g., Wagner (1972, 1973) . 
Strong partial dyadic derivatives of higher order are defined successively, namely, where rj E N denotes the order of the partial derivative with respect to the ]th coordinate, and Y'~_ 1 rj = r.
Let us note that for Definition 2 there cannot hold results of type (29), (31), (32) (as claimed in Pal, 1977) , since the Walsh functions do not belong to L1(~%)! Nevertheless, the norm analogue of (34) is valid even under weaker conditions. LEMMA 12. Let f, Drlf(x) E L'(R:) for some r E N, 1 <p < n. Then, for vE R:, ProoJ: We proceed as in proof of Lemma 8 to deduce, for r = 1,
The result then follows by (Isa), and for r > 1 by induction.
Let us now give the Walsh analogue of the classical gradient vector.
DEFINITION
3. Suppose that forfE L'(lR$); there exist all strong partial dyadic derivatives of first order D~'lf(x), and that they belong to L '(R"+), 1 <p < n. The vector
is called the Walsh gradient off(x).
Let us now show an interesting connection between the Walsh gradient grad,f(x) and the functionf(x) itself. It is in accordance with the classical result. Let us note that it would be possible to formulate Theorem 4 in case the space LI(~) is replaced by CQ(~). This fact will be used in Part II to deduce a bound for the aliasing error of a dyadic differentiable signal.
